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Student Opinion On Lewiston
Proves Interesting
by Tim Lundergan
Senior Reporter

BATES DEBATERS
CONTINUE
TIME-HONORED
TRADITION
by Jeff Purinton
Senior Reporter
Debate is perhaps Bates' most
successful and time-honored
tradition. This year's team,
coached by Robert Branham, is
very optimistic about its
prospects of successfully continuing this tradition.
The debate format provides
for teams of two each to debate
eight rounds (four affirmative,
advocating a specific charge; four
negative, refuting the opponent's
charge). The topic for this year is
"Resolved that the federal
government should guarantee
employment opportunities for all
U.S. citizens in the labor force."
On the weekend of September
29th, Bates opened at home in
the First Annual Benjamin Mays
Invitational, in which thirty
teams from nine schools competed. Harvard's top team
defeated Dartmouth's in the final
round to win the tournament.
Bates' four competing teams
compiledthe following records:
Jim Veilleux (jr.)-Tony Derosby
(jr.) won four and lost four,
Barry Boss (fr.)-Nancy Levit (jr)
were 5-3, John Stillmun (jr.)John Chapman (fr.) were 3-5,
and Joyce White (fr.)-Susie
Hoffman (fr.) were 5-3.

Bates' team of Tom Connolly
(sr.)-Mike Laurence (soph.)
received an invitation to Kentucky to compete in an eight
team round robin. After this
came Kentucky's regular
tournament, in which about sixty
teams competed. Representing
Bates were Derosby-White (3-5)
and Connolly-Laurence, who,
based on their preliminary round
record of 6-2, were selected for
the elimination rounds, where
they fell to Dartmouth in the
octafinals. Connolly received an
individual award as tenth best
speaker.
This weekend (Oct. 21) the
teams of Boss-Levit and
Stillmun-Chapman are scheduled
for a tournament in Emporia,
Kansas; the Veilleux-Derosby
and Hoffman-White teams are to
debate at the U.S. Military
Academy.
On October 29th, it's Boston
University for collegians, and the
annual Brooks Quimby High
School Invitational Tournament
here for the high school students
of New England. Future tournaments will carry the Bates
team to Harvard, Dartmouth,
North Carolina, Wake Forest,
Georgetown and, over Christmas, California ... and, if the past
is at all indicative, on to victory.

i INSIDE:

Sadie Hawkins;

A fairly random survey
conducted last week revealed a
wide range of opinions which
Bates students hold about the
city and people of Lewiston.
Most students asked agreed
about the town itself. One
described it as "a blue collar
town." "It's a poor city," another
stated. Most students mentioned
the Androscoggin. One student
temporized. "There's a lot of nice
country outside the city," he
said. A typical response was "I'm
not too crazy about the city."
A few students did like the
city, however. One explained.
"When I was a freshman, it
didn't impress me, but by the
time you get to be a junior or a
senior you know where to go and
where not to go. You can pretty
much stick to the best parts of it.
It can be okay."
A few students had very
strong adverse views of the city.
One said, "It's the pits." Another
attempted to put things in

perspective, "It's the pits.'' ho
said, "but it beats New Jersey."
Students held conflicting
views of what Lewiston
inhabitants think of the college.
"There's a lot of resentment
toward the college." one said,
"and I've been told that by a city
official." Others agreed with her
assessment. Another said,
"People here are downright
amiable, until you tell them
you're from Bates."
Other students disagreed.
"People here are very nice to
Batsies," one said. He mentioned
merchants who gave student
discounts.
What did Bates students think
of Lewistonites? Again, opinions
varied. "I've lived here for six
months," one student said," "and
I'd describe the people as slow."
"French" was used derogatorily
to describe the people.
Other students, with, perhaps,
more contact with the neighborhood, were much more
positive. "There are a lot of good
people here," one maintained. A
student who works in the city

said, "The city's only resource is
its people. If you meet the right
people, Lewiston is the place to
be." Another described the
residents as "very friendly, very
down to earth. This is the
friendliest city I've ever seen."
Many students, perhaps most,
had little real contact with the
city except for occasional
shopping trips downtown or
expeditions to the Blue Goose.
Even one student living off
campus said."I haven't come into
contact with too many people
from lewiston."
The majority of students interviewed did not like the town
of Lewiston, but opinions varied
considerably concerning . the
residents. Most frshmen had
little experience with
Lewistonites and were hesitant
to remark on the people, sticking
to comments about the city itself.
Upper classmen had a wide
range of opinions, but generally,
the more contact a student had
with the city's inhabitants, the
more favorable that student's
opinion of Lewiston was.

Page Hall Experiencing Trouble
With Dorm Policy-Making
With the new system of
Resident Coordinators and
democratic dorm policy-making,
conflicts of interest are destined
to .occur. So it is with the
situation which has arisen in
Page Hall, which reads as
follows. At the beginning of the
year, Page's residents, apparently without putting much
collective thought into it, voted
to have each floor pay for its own
dorm damage. This policy backfired on the first floor, which is
now facing a bill of about twice
what the second floor owes,
about four times the third floor's
debt, and about eight times the
fourth's. These are rough
estimates since the exact bill is
not set, but they seem to support
the first floor's claim that the
lower floors are more susceptible
to damage because of their
greater use by the dorm. If the
entire dorm is causing the excess
damage on the lower floors, the
first floor figured, then the
entire dorm should pay for it. So
the first floor asked for a chance
to appeal the policy to the dorm,
and it was granted.
At the meeting the first floor
noted that the lounges, the
kitchens, the laundry room, the
vending machines, and, most

importantly, the entrances to the
dorm are all on the first or
second floor. Of course, the
entire dorm pays for damage to
communal property like the
lounges, the kitchens, and the
laundry room, but the first floor
argues that these facilities draw
potential damagers through the
lower halls. The first floor also
suggests that floor-by-floor
payments threaten "dorm
unity".

The counterarguments are (a)
that it may well be that the first
floor, not the whole dorm, is
responsible for the excess
damage to that floor, and (b) that
the present policy inspires each
hall's citizens to take care of and
police their hall.
After a loud and long debate.
Page came up with four possible
courses of action: (1) leave
payments as they are, by floor,
(Continued on Page 12)
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LETTERS

THE LIBRARY

TO THE

by Tad Baker
Senior Reporter

EDITOR

Dear Sir,
It is with some concern and
uneasiness that I am writing to
you. As a Bates student who is
currently studying off-campus I
am somewhat out of touch with
all that is occurring at Bales. I
have, however, received some
news of the consideration of
some new policy changes that
deal with the future freshmen of
Bates College. One of these
changes deals with the institution of some kind of required
freshman curriculum. The other
deals with a remedial writing
course for those students who
are deemed to be in need of such
instruction.
Upon hearing about these
proposed changes some recent
memories came to mind. The
first thing that came to mind was
the creation of a freshman
center. When this proposal was
first brought up to the student
body as a whole it received many
strong criticisms and a large
number of both students and
faculty questioned the idea.
Nevertheless the center was
instituted as had been planned.
After its first year of existence
the administration conducted a
review of how it functioned. The
findings of this "review"
proclaimed the center was a
great success. My own perceptions of the, center were
somewhat different. Many of the
residents with whom I had talked
expressed a feeling of isolation
and some were not happy with
the center itself. How the views
of these students were
overlooked by the administration
in its proclamation of success for
the center is beyond me.
Secondly, at the close of last
year's second semester, a plan
was unveiled to eliminate the
proctor system. The deans of the
college met with some of the
students to discuss the planned
change. As a resident of Adams
Hall I attended one of these
meetings where, as I recall, only
one person of the 40 in attendance voiced any favorable
opinion about the proposal. Still,
we were told, the new system
was going to be instituted and we
would have to live with it.
What concerns me now is that
I see that another major policy
decision is being considered; one
that will affect the future freshmen of Bates College. I can only
hope that the administration will
approach this change with a
more open ear to the opinions of
both the faculty and the students
than they have in the past. If
such an approach is used I am
confident that the changes made
will be in the best interest of the
college and its students. I look
forward to returning to campus
and finding a plan that both the
administration and the students
feel is acceptable.
Sincerely,
Mark F. Weaver
Washington, D.C.

■r—

«■*

Dear Editor,
This letter is meant to express
my opinion on the event which
took place on the night of October 6 in the Memorial Commons; namely the food fight.
Now, it is fairly common
knowledge that food fights at
Bates are rare. They happen
once or twice a year at most.
Thus it seems to me that the
Deans' reaction to this fairly
uncommon event was, according
to my sources, far too drastic. As
I understand it, the Deans held
several closed meetings and the
week was capped by a joint RA
House Counsel meeting, in
Skelton lounge. I would particularly like to comment on this
meeting. Before I do, however,
let me state that the following
information has been pieced
together by several sources
along with personal experiences
and if I am wrong in any of my
following statements, I beg to be
corrected.
I have no idea what went on in
the meetings between the
Deans, But, as for the RA
meeting, I believe that Dean
Carignan was a bit upset over
the food fight and tended to
dominate the meeting. The
atmosphere was very tense and I
feel that anyone who had the
courage to voice opinions contrasting with the Dean's were
insulted and or made to feel at
fault.
Particularly, one student
asked Dean Carignan what the
problem was since such events
happen only once or twice a year.
Dean Carignan apparently
"exploded" at this comment.
I find this reaction to be most
upsetting as there seem to me to
be other actions of a more serious
nature at Bates which happen
with apparently the same
regularly, or more often, then
food fights, but which receive
little or no response from the
administration. I am referring
primarily to Bates students
allegedly getting stabbed,
assaulted, or possibly raped, by
supposed residents of Lewiston.
It seems that the Deans have a
far greater concern for an occasional food fight then acts of
violence against Bates students.
This does not mean that I,
under any circumstances,
condone the food fight in
question. Rather, I feel that the
administration could possibly
devote more of their time to
more pressing, and as yet
unattended, issues.
Sincerely.
Al Cilcius

Victor's Seafood Mkt.
Live Lobster • Clams
Fresh Fish • USDA Prime Beet
Produce • Beer 4 Wine
10% off by the case
417 Main St.
W-7571

To the Editor:
There undoubtedly will be
much concern, if not criticism
with regard to the ticket policy
for the upcoming Dave Brubeck
Concert, jointly sponsored by the
Concert/Lecture Committee and
the Chase Hall Committee. I
should like to provide, however,
some information about this
policy as well as the concomitant
rationale.
The concert business is an
expensive and ever inflating
market. That tickets for most
area concerts exceed $8.00, is
indicative of this fact - (Chicago
$9.50. Phoebe Snow $8.00.
Santana $8.50, and Dave
Bromberg $6.50). Likewise,
bringing to Bates one of
America's truely great jazz
pianists and composers is extremely expensive.
In an attempt to provide a
unique opportunity to experience
this new jazz phenomenon, these
two committees agreed to underwrite up to half of the cost of
the concert thereby making
tickets available at very low
prices. One of the results of this
decision, however, is that we
must limit student tickets at
$2.50, to a total of 300 seats.
(Continued on Page 12)

Rumor has it tat a real honest
to goodness library actually
exists on the campus of Bates
College. While I know that most
Bobcats out there in the audience
will find the idea of a library
quite amusing. I have good
reason to believe that such a
building does exist. The other
evening I met with one of my
informers in a dark corner of the
Den where he revealed to me (for
an outrageous price) several
interesting facts about this
alleged library:
1. The Bates Library is a
reality and is located very near
the center of the campus.
2. Its exact whereabouts are
known only to a select few.
3. According to local legend
and folklore, this library can in
fact only be reached after
passing through a series of
subterraneous mazes running
underneath the campus.
"* I realized that the preceeding
information was rather vague
and hard to believe, but being
close to the deadline for my
column and having nothing else
worth writing about, I decided to
see what I could find. Little did I
realize that I was about to uncover some amazing facts. My
informer told me that the
opening to this library maze was
somewhere under Coram
Library so it ws there that I
headed.
To make it brief, I found the
maze and got lost. It seemed like
I had found my way into the
fabled library. I could almost
hear those students studying,
when all of a sudden I turned the
corner of the maze and found my

Greenhouse Serves Many
Purposes
by Jeffrey Lyttle
Junior Reporter
The Bates College greenhouse
occupies a very conspicuous spot
on the Bates campus. It is
probably seen by every student
everyday as they walk into or out
of Chase Hall. Only a small
percentage, however, have
anything to do with it or know
for what purpose it serves.
Mainly, it is for the use of five
courses; Plant Form & Function,
Plant Ecology. Plant Physiology,
Seminar in Research in Plant
Ecology and during the short
term. Economic Botany. Many of
the plants in the greenhouse
serve as a teaching collection for
use by the professors in their
classes. Some plants are grown
for the purpose of experimentation. For example, one
such experiment might be to find
out the effect of certain fertilizers on various plants.
Louis Pitelka, Asstistant
Professor of Biology, explains
that although the greenhouse is
not large and is sometimes
crowded, it is "adequate" for the
department's needs. The
maintenance of the greenhouse is
handled by students who are
paid for that capacity.
From time to time the Biology
Department holds a plant sale.

The plants that are sold are
usually slips or cuttings from
existing plants in the
greenhouse. The money that is
made from these sales is given to
the school, since the Biology
Department is a non-profit
entity. The money, however, is
usually directed back to the
greenhouse in the wav of
(Continued on Page 12)
ssxxxsxatxxs

self stepping up to the counter of
the Blue Goose and ordering a
pitcher of Old Swill (Old
Milwaukee for all you purists).
The bartender saw my puzzled
look and my arm load of books
and said, "You must be another
of those library hunters." I
nodded in agreement.
"Happens to a lot of you" he
continued. Every night they set
out for the library and end up
here."
As I knocked down the contents of my pitcher, which I plan
on billing to my editor, I explained to the bartender that I
did not really want to find the
library to study. I only wanted to
write a story about the library.
"I didn't think you were the
studious type" he laughed.
"Maybe I can help you after all.
Come back around closing time
and I'll give you your story." I
thanked him and staggered back
towards Bates. Later when I
returned to the Goose. I found
*hat I had come too late The
bartender had issued his final
last call, and was in fact dying.
He had apparently been poisoned
by a Luiggi's cheese pizza with
extra "monkey meat."
"Nerdic
Knights
beware...the...Nerdic... Knights" was all he was
able to gasp before he passed on
to that barroom in the sky where
where the Goosedogs are
plentiful and the Foosball Table
is free.
So I was left without a library,
but felt that THE QUEST for the
fabled land was nearing an end.
Next I had to find the Nerdie
Knights. TO BE CONTINUED
NEXT WEEK:. Who are the
Nerdic Knights and why do they
study so much.

CORRECTION: In last week's
Student, the CSA was incorrectly included in a list of
sponsoring organizations for the
Apple Hill Players and Dave
Brubeck concerts. The Concert/Lecture Committee is
sponsering the Apple Hill
Players performance, and the
Brubeck performance is sponsored by the Chase Hall Committee and the Concert/Lecture
Committee.
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JYA STUDENTS HAVE VERY DIFFERENT
EXPERIENCES IN THEIR TRAVELS

1

by Kristen Anderson
For last year's Junior Year
Abroad students, the beginning;
of their senior year is one of readjustment to being back at
Bates. Forty-four juniors participated in the JYA program,
going to ten different countries.
The process of becoming acclimated to a new country is a
slow and sometimes painful
process. Surprisingly, however,
some JYA returnees indicated
that the return to Bates is
equally as difficult in subtle
ways.
Fred Leong. for example, feels
he still has not settled in. He
feels that once JYA students
have been in their new country
for a while, they should be
warned about what they may go
through when they get back.
Though struggling to find his
niche back here, he is very
conscious of his gratitude
towards Bates in giving him a
chance to go to Scotland for a
year. Yet, he definitely has
ambivalent feelings about how he
is fitting back into the Bates
scene.
In Scotland, Leong notes that
there was a certain lack of
academic pressure that made life
a little more pleasant. He also
became acquainted with a different approach to psychology,
his major. Whereas psychology
is more academic here, over
there it is more experimental and
applied. He is very glad to have
been exposed to both approaches.

Since Fred is a Malaysian who
has now studied in the U.S. and
Scotland, 1 asked him in which
country he would prefer doing
graduate work. "Australia," said
Fred, "I want to travel." Apparently he is uninhibited by readjustment problems.
Susan Reid, on the other hand,
is surprised to find that she now
appreciates Bates more than she
used to. She feels that leaving for
her junior year, for Scotland
also, was an excellent move
because at that point, she
couldn't see where another year
at Bates was going to do her any
good. She adds that there were
many, many times that she told
herself, "I'm glad I'm not at
Bates." Why? The year was the
"ideal academic experience,"
which also emotionally prepared
her to deal with her senior year
better. For Susan, it was a
maturing experience, and one
that gave her the confidence and
calm to handle this last year.
Susan is quite emphatic about
being glad to be back. She finds
that during her absence, her
classmates have grown immeasurably, and finds this exciting to return to. Upon
returning, she also feels a sense
of finishing what I started."
which is satisfying.
Bonye Wolf spent her year in
Jerusalem. Does she wish she
was still there? "Definitely," she
replied. Bonye feels she had a
happier and more productive life
in Israel, whereas here her only
challenges are academic. "I find

the people over there are more
mature and have more to offer.
You grow with them, rather than
coexist with them."
In Israel she had more lime to
go as she pleased, with no guilt.
Also, there was more variety of
cultural and historical things to

do.
Adjustment has sometimes
been depressing for her. Bonye
finds it dissatisfying to return to
a place where people have little
concept of current events in the
U.S., let alone the world; the
focus is always on Bates itself.
Bonye is aware of how crucial to
world peace the situation in the
Middle East is, and can not
return to an unconcerned view
while at Bates.
Kyle Thompskins spent a very
different year, on the coast of
southern France at Montpellier.
Although enjoying her year
tremendously, she wouldn't have
wanted to stay on another year
because it would have been too
difficult within the program.
Upon returning, her main
problems in re-adjustment have
been her inability to communicate her experience to
others.
She had hoped that after a
year away, she would be
refreshed and ready to meet a lot
of new faces. Not so. however;
most of her old friends are gone,
and she finds herself very different from the person who left
l'/z years ago. Socially, life in
France was very slow; long
evenings were spent in cafes.

Kyle is uninspired to speed up
and get back to work again.
Tim Lundergan. who went to
England at the University of
Manchester, would have liked to
have stayed for another year,
but. again, the program wouldn't
work. He is still trying to adjust
to life at Bates, and has decided
that if he goes to graduate school
- he would like to go over there.
Academically, however, he
found that he didn't get the
diversity at Manchester that he
gets at Bates. He also noted that
fellow British students did not
have the skills that Bates
students have to have, such as
writing ability. They really don't
have to work nearly so hard at
Manchester.
His biggest reward gained
from a year abroad is more
confidence in himself. The year
definitely was a maturing experience, where he learned to be
less uptight about things. The
interview broke up into a heated
discussion on Guiness Stout...
When asking Rich Rothman.
who went to the University of
Nottingham, if he was glad to be
back, he replied. "I would rather
be here because I'm an American
and I fit in better."
A talk with Rich was very
revealing because it strongly
brought out the problems in
going to a new country. The
transplant necessarily involves a
self-exploration, as you run into
attitudes and values that make
you re-examine and possibly
change your old manners and

assumptions.
Is he glad that he went? He
replied in the affirmative, but
added: "Warn people: it is not
going to be easy- You are
looking for trouble because you
are going to be exploring
yourself."
The difficulty in coming back
for Rich stems from all the
adaptations he had to make while
at Nottingham. He can not
simply throw the process into
reverse. He finds himself much
more independent and selfconfident now, but still is very
puzzled about who he is and why
he is here. This problem is intensified when so many old
friends are gone; relating to
people seems different now.
His experiences in Nottingham
were such that he came into
contact with a way of life that
was much more low-key. less
neurotic, and less materialistic.
Rich feels that if he had stayed
another year at Nottingham, the
return back to the States would
have been even more difficult. In
our high pressured academic
community, he says. "I find
myself having a hard time
caring."
So for all you freshmen and
sophomores out there, take
heed. Every senior, interviewed
had no reservations about the
invaluable JYA program. For
most, it is the highlight of their
college career. But the process
involves an aftermath of
reflection and readjustment that
some are quite unprepared for.

AS I SEE IT ...

T
T

Campus Pollution Termed A Nuisance
by Mark Regalbuti
Senior Reporter
Have you ever noticed the
shower of ashen paper that
occasionally blankets the Bates
campus? Surely car owners have
taken notice, for their cars are
covered with the decorative
flakes of paper after an ash
storm. These showers can be
fairly annoying; actually they are
downright disgusting. This
blatant pollution cannot really be
prevented, because the incinerators in Parker, Adams,
Smith, and Lane Hall would be
rendered useless. It is simply
more convenient to burn this
paper than to take it to the town
dump. This seems to make sense,
doesn't it? It should be noted that
the smokestacks of these incinerators have screens which
trap some of the burned
materials. The incinerators were
installed in compliance with a law
prohibiting outdoor burning. The

pollution emitted from these
incinerators is actually minimal.
Sometimes, black clouds billow
from the smokestack of the
Maintenence Center. What
causes this sooty smoke to be
emitted? Well, it is not really as
bad as it seems. The three coal
boilers which heat the majority
of the campus are located in the
basement of the maintenence
building. These boilers are run
on number 6 oil which is comparable to tar in it's composition.
This oil has to be heated constantly or it will coagulate. The
oil heats efficiently at a temperature of 160 degrees farenheil
with BO pounds of pressure per
square inch. Only one of the
three boilers is in operation until
the weather gets colder. One
boiler starts to work when the
temperature dips to 40 degrees.
The third boiler is computerized
and puts out as much heat as the
other two combined when it is
running. All the boilers have

SING'S
10rA Discount with
Bates Identification
On Sunday.
Featuring the Finest in Polynesian and
Cantonese Cm>kinf>
Take-Out Service Available
1675 LISBON STREET
For reservations call 784-2919

Cleavland dampers which are
pollution control devices. The
sooty smoke that is released
from the smokestack of the
miantenence building is a result
of small malunctions in the
boilers. These malfunctions can
occur when the pressure in the
boiler exceeds 60 pounds per
square inch. If a boiler has not
been used for a day, oil will
gather and when the boiler is
started this oil will be burned off
in the form of this black smoke.
This is unpleasent, but what can
one do?
Why is smoke released during
the night also? This seems to be a
slightly sneak thing to do. The
smoke that is released at night is
the soot that gathers after daily
use of the boilers. If the Environmental Protection Agency
saw this smoke during the day
they would not look upon it too
kindly. Do not get uptight about
the pollution around campus; it is
just your heat and health.
GENE'S Corner Store—|

F«

78V 1911

"At Gene's We Have
What You Need"
Open 365 days 6 a.m. to Midnite

16*ti&l» /</'»

Try Our SNACK BAR— Open anytime

Cold cuts • Produce
• Groceries
Domestic & Imported
Beer and Wine
65 College Street
Corner of Sabattus
and College Streets
784-4750

IfWISION. MAINE

1.13 LISBON SI

Gilbert Gallery
& Framing
ART SUPPLIES
TOO!

0UAL1TYAT

A FAIR PRICE

267 Lisbon St., Lewiston, Me.
783-3100
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Musical Groups Provide Entertainment
For Parents' Weekend

by Lori Borst
Saturday, October 14. the
Deansmen and the Merrimanders opened their 78-79 season
before a capacity crowd of
parents and students in Chase
Lounge.
This year's Merrimanders
consist of: Janice McLean,
Debbie Furlong, Jenny Worden,
Judy Hendy, Maury March,
Trudy Higgins, Fran Garland,
Nancy Higgins, Nancie Winchell,
Dotty LeBaron, Lillian Buckley,
Katie Eastman. Maria Galvagna
on piano. Their music was a
broad range from Broadway
musicals like "Chorus Line" to

the Mamas and Papas'
"California Dreamin'". from Judy
Garland to Linda Ronsladt.
The mellow harmony of the
Deansmen is produced by: Doug
Johnston, Don Dubois, Jim
Fitzgerald, John Spence, Kee
Hinkley, John Aime, and Stan
Hemsley. The songs were
predominantly barbershop style
with such old favorites as "Sweet
Adeline" and "Tom Dooley."
"Rock and Roll is here to stay.
It will never die." The was
proved true on Sunday, October
15, as the Hubcaps played before
an overflowing crowd of 50's
flashbackers. This year's group

is starting practically from
scratch. The veterans are Rob
Cohen on piano, Doug Johnston,
and Dave Bailey on drums. This
year's newcomers include Bill
Doyle and Jim Fitzgerald on
guitars, Bob Behringer on
saxaphone and guitar, and Dave
Ginn. These greasers melted the
hearts of listeners with "Laura"
and "Teenager in Love"then had
them clapping and stomping to
"Johnny B. Goode" and "Rock
Around the Clock." The multitalents of the band captured the
audience and assured the crowd,
"We're gonna have some fun
tonight!"

THEATER REVIEW:

The Marriage
Amuses Packed House

PHI BETA KAPPA
VISITING SCHOLAR
TO LECTURE
Professor Bentley Glass, a
leading authority on human
genetics, will be at Bates on
October 26 and 27 as this year's
Phi Beta Kappa Visiting Scholar.
Professor Glass will participate
in classes of both Biology and
Psychology, and climax his visit
with a public lecture entitled:
"Heredity. Race and IQ." The
lecture is on Thursday 26, October, at 8 p.m. in Chase Lounge.
Glass is Distinguished
Professor Emeritus of Biology at
SUNY Stony Brook, and former
president of the American Institute of Biological Sciences. A
member of many learned
societies, including the Czech
Academy of Sciences, Glass is
the editor of the Quarterly

POETRY CORNER

Life
Is The
Passion
"Tell me," she asked,
"What do you do?" "No, tell
me what you do?" The candle
died and its smoke let all
believe it was gone. But the moon
was still out - "Tell me," she
forcefully said, "What do you like?"
"No, What do you like?"
Her feet barely touched the ground.
I know she weighed something, but I
couldn't feel it in her palm.
With an empty sigh she asked.
"Who are you?" And the
man said,
"Life is in the passion, and you!"

Review of Biology and the
Survey of Biological Progress.
Glass was the initial chairman
of the Commission which in the
1960's revolutionized the
teaching of the life sciences in the
secondary schools, and he has
continued to have a deep and
active interest, national and
international, in the public
understanding of science, and in
the relations of science to human
society and the future of man.

For

Complete
Floral
Service
Visit

/FLOWER:

NUTiqOC mc\J
115 Pine Street
Lewiston
Natural and DryFlower Arranging
For FTD and
Teleflora dial
784-2945

by Jeff Purinton
Senior Reporter
The Theater department's
presentation of Nikolai Gogol's
The Marriage, while at times
genuinely humorous, is better
described as "cute." Not
profound, nor trite, but cute.
Cuteness is not used here in the
necessarily negative sense; is
was apparently the intent of both
Gogol and Martin Andrucki, the
director of the play. Performed
with animation, gesticulation,
and strong voice. The Marriage
is a study of the follies of courting and matchmaking in Russia
intended, not to instruct, but to
amuse. Judging by the reaction
of the packed house Saturday, it
was successful.
The story revolves around the
whimpering, wishy-washy
character of Podkolyossin,
played coweringly land thus
correctly) by Brendan J. Mc-

Imaginus
Exhibition
and Sale
of Fine Art Prints
Sponsored By
Campus Association
Date: Wed. Oct. 25
Time: 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Place: Chase Hall Lobby
featuring the works of Chagall.
Dali.
Matisse,
Breughel.
Cezanne, Van Gogh, Homer,
Klee, Monet, Magritte, Picasso,
Miro, Bosch, Renoir, ToulouseLautrec, Wyeth, Escher. Gauguin, Rembrandt, Group of Seven, Blish and others.

• Prices
Large Prints
$2.25 ea.
3 for $6.00
Small Prints
$1.25 ea.
3 for $4.00
Special Feature:
E.S. Curtis
Indian Prints
Over 1200
different prints

Manus. Podkolyossin is pushed
toward marriage by the village
matchmaker Madam Fyokla
(portrayed potently by Hilary
Rankin in partial fulfillment of
her senior thesis requirements)
and by Kotchkarev (successfully
played by Tim Hillman in the
physical tradition of low
comedy). Against his will,
Podkolyossin becomes one of the
four suitors to the flighty and
beautiful Miss Agafya, winningly
portrayed by Michele N.
Livermore. The other suitors
(Henry H'F. Baker, Roen S.
Hogg, Ken Maher) drop out of
the running after Kotchkarev
underhandedly points up their
eccentric defects. This leaves shy
Podkolyossin and nervous
Agafya to get to know each other
better; in the best scene of the
play, the insecure pair converse
on whatever trivial topic comes
to their searching minds. Their
marriage is arranged, but

Podkolyos sin's resolve fails him
once again, and he escapes
through a window; the play ends
with Kotchkarev Preparing to
drag him back to Agafya again.
All things considered, it was
an entertaining play. The rowdy,
slapstick, nose-blowing, thumbsucking comedy carried the
simple plot to its inconclusive
conclusion. The acting was fair to
good; if the play seemed at all
overacted, it should be
remembered that this is comedy.
The costumes, designed by
Mary Harkins, were apt. The
eyecatching set. with its curling
staircase meandering to a
fascinating geometric array of
doors, was designed by Norm
Dodge.
The Theater department
should be congratulated for its
success in entertaining its appreciative audience; the play was
a fine complement to Parents'
Weekend.

Film Board To Present
W.C. Fields In Two Flicks
On Friday, October 20, and
Sunday. October 22, the Bates
College Film Board will present
W.C. Fields in My Little
Chickadee and Million Dollar
Legs. In My little Chickadee, a
comedy-western farce, Fields
shares the screen with Mae
West. Since they both wrote
their own material for this
picture, they are both constantly
trying to grab the spotlight. This
film, directed by Eddie Cline, is
full of fast repartee and contains
the classic wedding night scene
in which Mae West substitutes a

I'll/WMACY

"We Cash Checks"
417 Main Street
Lewiston, Maine
783-1115
10% DISCOUNT
FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS

goat for herself in the nuptial
bed. Million Dollar Legs is
Fields' first starring role in a
"talkie." W.C. Fields is the
President of Klopstokia, (where
elections are decided by handwrestling) and decides to send a
team to the Olympics. Critic
Pauline Kael calls it a classic
example of "the lost art of
screwball comedy." This 1932
Universal Film was also directed
by Eddie Cline. Don't miss the
man Time Magazine called, "one
of the funniest men on earth."
(credit to Swank movies)
On Wednesday, October 25,
the Film Board will be showing
Holiday, starring Cary Grant
and Katherine Hepburn. This
comedy, set in the post New Deal
era, stars a high spirited girl (K.
Hepburn) reacting against her
snobbish family by living in an
art nouveau attic. The whole
movie moves in a crazy swing
aided by director George Cukor's
comic tuning. This film is a 1938
Columbia Picture.
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Alumni Office Vital
In Coordinating
More Than 10,000 Alumni

FATHER
PHIL TRACY
by Donna A very
For the past five years.
Father Phil Tracy has been
Newman Chaplain for Bates
College. Although he does not
have a parish, he is very happy
here. He has participated in
many worthwhile activities
which make him a fascinating
man.
For fifteen years, 1952-1967,
Father Phil lived at a monastery.
He enjoyed monastic life, but "it
was not as romantic as people
make it out to be," he said. "We
could not kibitz with each other,
but we could talk to the Abbot
and other superiors." The monks
were socially removed from the
outside world; there wasn't even
contact through a daily news
paper, although once in a while
the Abbot would cut out important articles from U.S. News
and World Report and place
them on the bulletin board.
When Father Phil left the
monastery, he and a few other
monks joined society in San
Fransisco at the time of the
hippie movement. Needless to
say, he was very surprised over
the change in our world. Inflation
was evident, also. "Before I
entered the monastery, I earned
65 cents an hour working for
Nissen's," Father Phil
remembers. "I was shocked over
the wages people were earning."
His fifteen years of monastic
life were split between two
monasteries, one in Kentucky,
one in California. "In Kentucky,"
Father Phil says, "I had the
famous monk author Thomas
Merton as my Father Master for
one year." After three years, he
set out for California and founded
the New Clairbeaux Monastery,
with a few other monks.
Father Phil has returned to
visit New Clairbeaux seven out
of the eleven years he has been
out. "A year ago last summer, I
went back and lived as a monk
for a month," he said. "I enjoyed
it so much that from now on I
plan to go back every other
summer."
Father Phil is a lover of

languages. Besides English, he
knows Latin, Greek, French,
Spanish. Italian, German, a little
Russian, and a little Dutch. He is
presently studying Hebrew.
Besides these auditory
languages, he knows two kinds of
sign language.
Father Phil Tracy does a lot of
work with deaf people. He
conducts Mass in sign language
and also preaches religion to the
deaf. Every summer he spends a
week at the Aroostook Camp for
the deaf. He is Diocesan Director
of the Deaf, and spends a great
deal of time with the deaf helping
and just communicating with
them.
One of his more recent
projects was assisting the Profile
Players in Portland. They are
presently rehearsing a play
about a priest and sister around
the turn of the century, and
needed to know how a totally
Latin Mass would be celebrated.
According to Catholic laws, a
priest can not celebrate a Latin
Mass, i.e. the Mass can not be
totally conducted in Latin,
although he may use a little Latin
here and there throughout the
English Mass. This law comes
into effect if the priest plans to
consecrate. Therefore, Father
Phil ran a dry Mass; he
celebrated the Latin Mass, did
not plan to consecrate at all, and
used water instead of wine and
cardboard instead of the bread.
"After the Mass, many of the
actors and actresses stayed
asked about the Latin Mass.
They really enjoyed it." Father
Phil continued, "If anyone is
interested in celebrating a Mass
in English and Latin, I'd be
happy to celebrate one. Latin
Masses are beautiful."
Concerning Bates, Father Phil
is very happy. He knows about
one fourth of the students intimately. He has equal
relationships with Protestant
and Jewish students as well as
with the Catholic. "I am very
impressed with Bates' students,"
he said, "and I don't know any
(Continued on Page 12)

by Jon Marcus
Senior Reporter
One of the many offices hidden
in the depths of Lane Hall is the
Alumni Office. This department
is a vital part of the Bates administration, and Performs
several important college functions. .
Responsible for relations
between the college and its
10,000 plus living alumni, the
"primary function of the Alumni
Office is to keep alumni posted on
what's going on at Bates." according to Alumni Secretary
Randall Webber of the Class of
'36. He and Associate Secretary
David Welbourn (Class of 71)
man the office at Lane Hall and
represent the College at
meetings of each of the forty-five
regional alumni clubs. They also
carry through plans started by
the Alumni Association
Executive Committee, consisting
of President Peter Post ('581, and
Vice Presidents Ruth Bass ('551,
Richard Goldstein ('711, and
Richard Pierce ('57) along with
six members"at-large.
The major effect of the Alumni
Office is geared towards the
annual alumni fund. Alumni gifts
from former students of the
Class of '77 back to a 102-year-old
alumnus of the Class of 1900
comprise a substantial 14% of
the total College budget each
year. Accounting for the drive
done by class; the percentage of
people who give starts slowly as
the class leaves the school. 22%
of the Class of '77 contributed
this year with the average
contribution totaling $26.00, and
Mr' Welbourn notes that firstyear graduate donations have
been low in recent years. The

Class of 1913, however, was
represented by 93% of its living
members who gave to the
College' Last year's average
overall gift was $76.00 compared
to $64.00 the year before. The
Executive Committee appoints
four class agents for each class
who are responsible for the fund
drive; they met here this fall at
Back to Bates weekend to kick
off the campaign.
Five years ago. $100,000 was
raised by alumni; this year's goal
has shot to $300,000 which equals
last year's record.breaking total.
However, this is the first time
thai a Capital Campaign, which
is not run by the Alumni Office,
has been conducted
simultaneously with a fund
drive, thus keeping the goal
steady at $3,000.
"The alumni fund gives alumni
the opportunity to repay the
college. Tuition is only a part of
the cost of education; the balance
comes from gifts and grants."
says Mr. Webber. However,
"many people's concept of the
Alumni Office is that we ask for
money - but we also want to help
them." The office encourages its
alumni to keep the school posted,
and biographical information is
maintained on all alumni. Former
Batesies who marry receive
congratulatory cards; when they
have children, the office forwards them Bates bibs.
The Bates Alumnus, edited by
Mrs. Ruth Wilson with the help
of alumni who compile class notes
for the publication, is also a
program of the Alumni Office.
Class letters, which are compiled
by class secretaries with the aid
of technical facilities provided by
the College, as well as the annual
calendar help to keep alumni

informed. The office also
organizes and publicizes annual
dinner meetings for the regional
clubs, which are active themselves in admissions interviews,
athletic scouting, student
receptions, etc. The staff also
works closely with other offices
such as the Office of Career
Counseling which utilizes alumni
to provide insight for students
into the various professions of
alumni.
Each fall, at Homecoming, and
each June at the June reunion
attended by 800 alumni and their
families, the Alumni Office
brings the Bates graduates
together. "It's a big thrill every
year to see a big bunch like thai."
says Mr. Welbourn. "Some
alumni meet again for the first
time in twenty-five years and get
together and start yakking with
comments like 'When did you
lose your hair? Some come for
the tennis and golf." adds Mr.
Webber. The maintenance
department assists in the Alumni
Weekend activities by clearing
out the dorms and preparing
them for alumni only three days
after the students leave. "With
the kind of planning we give it.
(Alumni Weekend) how could
anything go wrong?"
Future plans are many. The
Capital Campaign, which will run
for three or four years, will have
a maor effect on alumni plans. An
"alumni college" which would
provide instruction for alumni
during the summer is in the
planning stage now. Some major
changes in personnel are also in
store, with Mr. Webber due to
retire next year. The office is
also anxious to get current
students involved in their
programs.

LEGAL STUDIES CLUB

Looking At Law Schools
Arthur LaFrance of the
University of Maine Law School
gave an informative lecture on
the subject of law schools in
Skelton Lounge on Thursday,
October 12 at 8 p.m. Mr.
LaFrance spoke for approximately half an hour and
then answered questions from
the audience for another fortyfive minutes. His lecture was
clear and concise, indicating the
complete command Mr.
LaFrance has over his subject.
He divided his views on law
schools into 8 categories or
factors:
Reputation - the good law
schools get recognition, but don't
ignore the schools in your own
region; some schools aren't
nationally known but are still
excellent schools.
Student Body - good students
pick good law schools; good
students make good law schools
what they are; check Prelaw
Handbook for ratio of men to
women and minority ratio; good
student body number is around
600.
Library - a good library is
mandatory because of the
amount of time spent in it; 60,000

volumes are needed for accredidation. but look for 100.000;
check the ratio for each 100
students, for every 100 students
over 300 add 5.000 volumes for a
good library; need enough copies
for students; research skills are
learned in the library so make
sure it is a good one.
Faculty - ratio should be below
30 students to one instructor;

check age distribution for
diversity; check for amount of
full and part time teachers those who are researching or on
committees are desired, for their
teaching is improved by their
outside interests; don't want a
lot of part-time lawyers who are
teaching to supplement income.
Physical Plant - you will spend
(Continued on Page 12)

Ready to Rock?
Ready to Roll?
Ready to Bop?
Ready to Stroll?
Well, put your glad rags on,
step into your blue suede shoes
and bring back the days of

Grease & Animal House
with

THE HUBCAPS
NOW AVAILABLE FOR CAMPUS BOOKING

Make your party unique!
(For further details contact Box 309)
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"Ah Declares T'Day
Who Was Sadie Hawkins?
A Declaration By Her Pappy
by Janet Silverman
Born of the ever-active
imagination of cartoonist Al
Capp, Sadie Hawkins was the
"homliest gal" in all of Dogpatch,
Tennessee. As well as enjoying
this distinction, Sadie was also
the daughter of one of Digpatch's
first settlers, Hekzebiar

Hawkins. On her twenty-first
birthday Sadie complained to her
daddy, "Pappy. Ah is twenty one
y'rs ole today! Ev'ry other gal in
Dogpatch mah age is married up.
How come Ah hain't?"
"Have patience dolter! Yo'll
proh'ly be gitlin a offer any day
now," her father replied.

Fifteen years later Sadie was
still unattached and still complaining about it.
"Pappy. Ah hain't got a offer
yet! You gotta git me a husband
or yo'll have me on yo'hands for
the rest of yo' natcheral life!"
Hekzebiar retorted, "Hotter,
that sho' would be awful! Ah got
a plan!"
The next day, Hekzebiar
rounded up all tbe available
bachelors of Dogpatch and made
the following announcement:

PROCLA

"Boys, since none o' yo' has been
man enough t'marry mah dotter,
Ah got to take firm measures! Ah
declares t'day 'Sadie Hawkins
Day.' When Ah fires this heah
gun'..all o'yo' kin start a-runnin'.
The one she ketches'll be her
husband..."
Sadie did indeed catch a man
and the other unmarried women
of Dogpatch "reckoned it were
such a good idea" that Sadie
Hawkins became an annual
event.

Commentary

Campus Opinions Vary
As Males And Females
Are Polled
by S.R. Roth man
Senior Reporter
There appears to be a large
split in opinion between sale and
female students over the issue of
the Sadie Hawkins phenomenon.
A random sampling of male
opinion found that most guys on
campus enjoy Sadie, and
especially enjoy the call-up stage
and the crudity involved.
To one male student, Sadie
was an issue which required
much thought: "It's a major issue
burning in my subconscious and
I've finally come to terms with it
and decided that I couldn't care
one way or the other."
As to call-ups: "It brings back
the basic element of human
existence repressed by our
society. Besides, it's fun to swear
over the phone." This is an
obvious reflection of the al'peal
Sadie has to the potential obscene phone caller lurking within
many men.
The main reason that most
campus men enjoy call-up
crudity is the opportunity it
gives them to " blow off steam."
Yet at least one guy thought they
were "very stupid." This student
feels that Sadie "should be made
more of a cathartic experience
because Bates students are

sexually and socially inhibited."
This theme was echoed by
another Bates man who commented: "When people complain
about Sadie and dating they're
complaining about themselves."
Yet the same man said of the callups: "The crudity is fun."
Finally, a more intellectually
inclined Bates male commented
from a socio-philosophical point
of view: "The call-ups are a
realization of a basic
metaphysical-neanderthal
subsystem within the structure
of a puritanically enamored
closed societal substructure of a
larger, more decrepitely perverse humanity."
Most campus women polled
ike Sadie, although they
universally despised the crudity.
Many campus coeds are also
upset about last year's innovations which made the dance
semi-formal, away from the
Dogpatch theme.
One Bates woman, felt that the
men went in for crudeness
because of "peer pressure, it
makes them feel like big men,
which is a total illusion."
Another coed echoed that
theme: "Why the crudity?
Everyone joins in on it because
(Continued on Page 8)

by Nancy Arey
Early in November each year,
the campus comes alive with
excitement and debate about the
prospect of the annual Sadie
Hawkins dance. Along with the
dance, however, come a variety
of unpleasantries which force one
to question the very existance of
the Sadie Hawkins dance as it
now exists.
As American society has
changed, providing more
freedom and more varied rights
to women, Sadie Hawkins Day
has lost much of its relevance. It
is no longer necessary to have an
occasion for an unrealistic
reversal of roles, ie., girls
"secretly" asking guys to a
dance. It is no longer taboo for a
girl to simply walk up to a guy
and ask him to go somewhere
with her. In this case, I believe
that the men should have the
option of refusing to attend the
dance. After all, to be fair, if
women are gaining more
freedom, shouldn't the men have
equal freedoms? Women can
refuse men; men should be able
to refuse women.

Aside from the relevance of
"Sadie," people tend to get
caught up in the excitement of
the day and set aside all human
compassion. Many if not most,
guys drink so much they can
hardly see the girls who take
them to the dance. By doing so,
they seem to think it won't
matter so much if they get "stuck
with a dog" as one guy explained
it to me. The practice of rating
the girls who go to the guys'
dorms to pick up dates also
shows total lack of compassion.
Imagine how you would feel if a
group of your peers rated you as
a "pig," as the ugliest person to
enter a building. This could cause
permanent damage to one's ego
while everyone else laughs and
thinks that it's a great "joke."
The final point that should be
made is that, if by this time
you're screaming, "But Sadie is a
tradition!" your argument is far
from valid. Sadie, as it exists
today, is far from the traditional.
It is a mere perversion of what
Sadie Hawkins Day once was at
Bates College and at colleges
across the country.
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adie Hawkins Day'"
ATTON

by Lori Borst
Sadie - that age-old Hates
tradition. How was this night of
fun and frolic introduced into the
annals of staid Hates history?
The original Sadie Hawkins
Dance was held in 1917 after the
final football game of the season.
Call-ups were held on Wednesday, complete with
anonymity of the female callers.
Men were obliged to accept the
first invitation they received.
Call-ups were more easily
handled as, at this time, all
women were housed on one end
of the campus with the men at
the other. The festivities began
early Saturday morning with
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SADIE HAWKINS DANCE: THE AGE OLD
TRADITION HAS SEEN MANY CHANGES
Hates students putting on a
pageant portraying the saga of
the Dogpatch ians. This
production was followed by
greased pig races with the
winners receiving a case of
Kiekapoo Joy Juice. For several
of the early years, the students
reenacted the chase scent- that
made Sadie Hawkins famous.
The administration fired a gun
and the men took off running. At
the second gun shot, the women
followed in hot pursuit. Object to catch and drag their lucky
prey before Marryin' Sam to "git
hitched." The ceremonies were
traditionally distrupled by the
arrival of the Schmoos thereby

Commentary
by Karen Florczak
The Sadie Hawkins tradition
has the potential to be a unique
experience, if some, if not all. of
the grossness displayed in the
current Sadie could be
eliminated and we could return
once again to the good old days of
tradition. To return would mean
to bring back the Sadie of
Dogpatch. with the kneeslapping, foot-stomping barn
dance atmosphere. Not that the
music must be totally hillbilly, by
a few such songs interspersed
among the rock sounds of today
could do well to create the atmosphere.
As far as dress goes, to make
Sadie semiformal is something of
a sacrilege. Semiformal dress as
we know it at Bates was not seen
among the people of Dogpatch.
The traditinal Dogpatch dress
should therefor be encouraged,
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with a definite emphasis on the
creativity of costumes. This
costume atmosphere would truly
distinguish Sadie from the other
dances held around campus, i.e..
it would not be "just another
dance," which is what it has the
potential of turning into if it is
declared to be semi-formal.
Call-ups could even be touched
by the atmosphere of Dogpatch,
if the "callers" and "callees"
would ham it up with some L'il
Abner-Daisy Mae style. To see
who could ham it up better would
be a challenge between the
"caller" and "callee," and some of
the unnecessary crudity might
be eliminated.
All in all, if people around
campus would really get involved
in the tradition - in the true
Dogpatch spirit of Sadie - it could
turn into a very worthwhile, and
unique, experience to remember.

halting all wedding proceedings.
That night, girls from across
campus picked up their dates
escorting them to the gym where
a square dance was being held.
The dance was limited to
couples; no stags allowed. As
this became "the" fall party,
participation in Sadie was
universal. Sadie was produced in
full Dogpatch finery with prizes
being given to the best Daisy
Mae and the best Li'l Abner.
l'ri/.es were also given to the
lightest and the heaviest couples.
One requirement of each Hates
Sadie was the construction of a
corsage for her Dogpatch
darling. The makings of this
corsage were to be left to the
imagination of the Sadie with
vegetables and leaves preferred;
skunk cabbage was the epitome
of fashion. Admission was
determined by the girth of the
male—three cents for every
waistline inch with a $1.00 ceiling
price. These basic practices were
followed unerringly for many
years. Creased pig races were
discontinued in 1950 due to
complaints by the ASPCA.
History Professor James S.
Leamon, graduate of 1955,
remembers the Sadies during his
days at Hates. It still carried the
anonymity of callups with none of
the crudeness of the future.
Daisy Mae and Li'l Abner were
the characters of the day consuming cider and donuts at the
square dance. Sadie Hawkins
Dance was still the biggest fall
party as the college campus was
still divided by sex; men and
women couldn't even eat
together. Bates was a coordinated, no a co-ed college,
therefore Sadie played an important role in interaction
between the sexes as well as
being an "officially sanctioned
initiative to the women," says
Professor Leamon. Due to the
severity of the administration,
drinking was at an absolute
minimum and only among the
male half of the campus.
The interest and participation
in Sadie continued into the early
sixties. The men and women
were still seperated and Sadie
provided unity because everyone
was interested. There were also
very few campus parties at this
time; by mid-semester, Kill the
students needed a break. Sadie
was not the "normal weekend
dating situation," explained
Virginia Harrison, 1963. Call-ups
remained anonymous but offcolor remarks snuck into the
conversations more and more
frequently. The men's dorm
posted lists of those who had
received the most and the least

calls, remembered Leigh
Campbell, 1964. Costumes were
still the order of the day though
the outfits were progressively
less Dogpatchian. Homemade
corsages were still provided by
the Sadie. Girls were responsible
for picking up their dates and
walking them home again afterwards. The calling for dales
was done in the lounges or the
housemother's rooms in e the
men's dorms. Drinking had
become much more common by
the mid-sixties in the male
section of campus but was still
almost non-exislanl among the
females. Money for pig pols was
collected from the residents of a
male dorm and divided between
the two men with the worsl and
the best dates. All decisions on
receipiants of the pig pots were
made by vote of the dorm and
secretly given to the winning l?l
men. Steady couples were excluded as possible receipiants. At
the square dance, couples were
united by Marryin' Sam. portrayed by a faculty member.
Hy 1965, call-ups had become
increasingly crude and gross.
The Student described the
typical male answering Sadie
calls as the "suave, goldenthroated, foul-mouthed orator
whose remarks and witticisms
will serve to enlighten any girls'
dorm fortunate enough to call
up." Many of Sadie's traditions
fell to the abolitionism of the late
sixties. The emphasis on
Dogpatch, Daisy Mae, and Li'l
Abner declined as costumes
became more outlandish and less
thematic. In 1968, the traditional
square dance was overpowered
by rock and roll. The secrecy
surrounding call-ups never
changed, however. Debbie
Warner. 1971, recalls the anticipation and the excitement
leading up to Sadie. As the
biggest fall party, atten dance
was widespread with even
established couples taking their
chances through callups.
Drunkenness had become almost
as widespread with an important
part of Saturday being spent in
the liquor stores downtown.
Sadie survived the
abolitionism of the sixties only to
face the seventies. Still more of
the original traditions associated
with Sadie are becoming extinct.
Corsages have disappeared. Callups are not being organized for
this year's Sadie Dance. Last
year, costumes were no longer
mandatory while rumor has this
year's Sadies dressed in
semiformal attire. The present
Sadie Hawkins Dance bears little
or no resemblance to the
traditional Sadie.

(Continued On Next Page)

sadie

"And no two ways
about that, either"
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CARIGNAN EXPRESSES
STRONG OPINIONS
ABOUT SADIE
by R.M. Rothman
Senior Reporter

Bates Handling Of Sadie
Unlike Other
New England Schools
by Karen Florczak
Senior Reporter
With the Sadie Hawkins dance
coming up in two weeks, the
Bates Student has taken a
survey of some New England
colleges to find out (II if they do
have a Sadie Hawkins dance, and
(2) if they do, how is it similar to
or different from the one held at
Bates? The various colleges
surveyed were Bowdoin, Colby,
Tufts, Brandeis, Hamilton,
Williams, U-Mass. Harvard.
Dartmouth, Yale. Boston
College, Providence, UMO, and
UMPG. Of these fourteen
colleges, ten (Yale, Harvard,
Dartmouth, Tufts, Brandeis,
Hamilton, U-Mass, Boston
College, Williams and UMPG)
have not held a Sadie dance in
the recent past and are not
planning to start one, this year;
one (Colby) has held it off and on
up until last year but has decided
not to hold it this year; and only
three (Bowdoin, Providence, and
UMO) are holding a dance this
year. The organization of the
dances at these three schools is a
bit different from that here at
Bates.
At Bowdoin College, the dance
was basically not a Sadie
Hawkins dance save for the fact
that it is held on Sadie Hawkins
day. Dress is informal, and there
are no call-ups. Everyone goes to
the dance, and the first girl to
get a particular guy there
"takes" him - i.e.. she buys both
of their tickets at a discount.
Girls who do not capture a guy
(as well as single guysl have to
pay regular price for their
tickets.
Providence College is just
getting started on a Sadie
Hawkins tradition — last year
was their first year to try it, and
they're holding it again this year
because last year was such a
great success. The organization

is rough, since they are just
starting, but they estimate that
within a few Sadies they'll have
things smoothed out. Right now,
dress is optional farmer, and the
band is a regular rock band. A
girl can invite a guy either by
asking him directly or by calling
him on the phone. Before the
dance, a happy hour is held — for
girls only.
The University of Maine at
Orono held their Sadie Hawkins
sance this past weekend. The
band was a rock band, and dress
was optional — nothing particular was specified. While
anyone could go to the dance,
girls had the option of asking
guys in one of three ways: (II she
could go stag and ask a guy at the
dance; (2) she could ask him
before the dance, face-to-face; or
(3) she could use the anonymous
dating calling service. This
service is a modification of the
Bates call-up system. (A UMO
girl, whose boyfriend goes to
Bates, found out about Bates'
call-ups from him and presented
the idea to the UMO people in
charge of Sadie. UMO's service
runs like this: Tables are set up
downstairs in the dorm; on the
tables are the lists of the names
of the eligible guys. If a guy does
not want to participate, he has
his name crossed off the list.
When the call-ups start, a girl
can come to the table to find out
if the guy she's interested in has
crossed off his name or if
someone else has already asked
him. If he's available, she will
then fill out a slip of paper and
give it to the girl behind the
table; someone else will then call
him (or if he's not at home the
"caller" will leave a message in
his mailbox) to let him know he's
been asked. This "caller" will
then get back to the girl to let
her know her message has been
delivered, and to give her an
identifying number.

203 College St.
Lewiston
Me.
786-3363
Paul O'Clair
Dave O'Clair
Formerly of
Additions N' Subtractions

Dean Carignan holds some
strong opinions aabout the worth
and implications of the Sadie
Hawkins ritual.
"My opinion for years has been
that Sadie has been a very archaic, and sometimes personally
debilitating madness...toward
the individuals involved in it, and
its symbolism to the community," said Carignan when
queried about his present
feelings toward the traditional
dance.
He is particularly turned off by
the "pre-planned and
premeditated grossness" that
has characterized Sadie call-ups
and pick-ups, and is pleased that
last year the Chase Hall Committee did away with dorm pickups and moved the affair to the
much more genteel atmosphere
of Chase Hall.
Carignan feels that one of the
real causes of this grossness is
the fact that it occurs in
anonymity, for both caller and
callee. To him, this distorts the
process of gaining a mature
attitude towards sexual
relations.
"It seems to me that the
process of maturity involves...the development of
effective and productive ways
that do not speak in gross ways
of the concept of
femininity....Instead. Carignan
feels that "the concept of interrelationships between males
and females gets brought down
to the lowest common
denominator."
And within a closed society of
students striving for maturity.

"Sadie annually comes back as a
celebration of immature ways of
enjoying themselves." Carignan
can't understand how Bates
women put up with it.
Still, the Dean of the College
doesn't believe that Bates
students are crude. Instead, to
him the yearly vulgarity is an
example of Batesies not being
aware of the negative symbolism
about what it's like to be a man
and a woman which these crude
actions impart. "I don't have the
memory that Sadie was as much
crude." remembers Carignan of
his student days. "My sense of it
was that there was much greater
emphasis on the costume side of
it, but I also know there was the
pig-pot side of it...and I think
even then there were some who
didn't like it but wouldn't speak
up."
When asked whether a reason
for the freshman center was to
isolate new students from
traditions like raunchy Sadie
call-ups (thus eventually letting
these traditions die of attrition)
he denied that this was likely,
though he would like it to hap-

pen.
One of the reasons for the
freshman center "was to free
new students from instant role
models around them" so that
their own individuality would not
be instantly crushed by pressure
from revered upperclassmen. He
feels that many freshmen were
"immediatly becoming what
others expected," and carrying
on traditions such as Sadie
crudity without giving thought
to personal and societal problems
caused by them.
To the Dean of the College a
good example of this thoughtless
robot-like behavior is the annual
pre-Sadie food fight, which
"interferes with the rights of
others, creates unnecessary
work for others, symbolizes
immaturity on the part of a few,
and wastes food in a flagrant
way."
Though the food fight tradition
may fade away there are no plans
to get rid of the Sadie dance. And
most certainly, remarked
Carignan, "the tradition of Sadie
is not going to die on the rock of
the freshman Center."
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CAMPUS OPINION
(Continued from Page 61
they all do it. This is their attempt to be men."
Thus our sample of Bates
coeds found them cautiously
optomistic about Sadie. They
almost universally found the
crudeness a reflection of Bates'
men's immaturity and
willingness to bow to peer
pressure. The men, on the other
hand, think of call-ups as the
most enjoyable part of Sadie, a

chance to let off some steam onto
Bates females.
Others see this split in opinion
as reflective of the basic lack of
communication and immaturity
of relationship between both
sexes at Bates.
Still, opinion is almost
universal that Sadie is worthwhile, fun for most, and should
be continued, even if its not in
the comics anymore.
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Clothing from the
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SEAFOOD SMORGASBORD
Wednesday and
Saturday
5:30-10:00 P.M.

Put together your Halloween
costume at Orphan Annie's

ITALIAN BUFFET
Friday
5:30-10:00

STECKINO'S
HAPPY HOUR
Monday thru Friday
4-7 P.M.
Hot Hors d'oeuvres
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SERVICE
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of Maine
• Camera repair
e Color processing
by Kodak
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A LOOK AT THE PAST:

Bates College Took Active Part In Reaction To Vietnam War

r
r

by Tim Lundergan
Senior Reporter
In the ) Win's Bates gradually
became involved in the
upheavals which sprang up over
the Vietnam conflict. At first,
however, the issue, in the eyes of
most students, appeared to be of
little importance. Faculty
members showed as much or
more concern at first with the
issue, although they did not run
the risk of becoming personally
involved in the war.
The first signs of the Vietnam
debate appeared in October of
1964, when William Miller,
compaigning with Goldwater,
sent Bates a letter from his
election headquarters stating
that "the one sure way to
prevent war in our time is to
make sure that Communism
knows that it cannot win a war if
it starts one." He stated that
"Vietnam threatens to become a
revolving door in Asia" and
advocated a show of force to
scare away Communists.
Signs of the early opposition to
the war also began to appear. In
November of 1964 an article in
the Student noted a one year old
organization, the LewistonAuburn Community Peace
Center, which advocated a
"disarmed world under law" as
the only way to ensure world
peace. A notice in that paper also
hinted at the approaching
conflict within society in the U.S.
"Next month Bates will greet
Navy and Marine recruiters, and
also a conscientious objector,
Fred Moore."

At this early stage Dr. Chute
was already speaking out against
the war, reminding graduating
seniors of the possible conflict
between the law and
religion/morality. In a letter to
the Student he listed several
alternatives to the draft, such as
non-combat duty and alternate
service.
Generally, however, in the
early sixties most student
concern on topical issues centered around civil rights. Peace
Corps and Vista recruiters were
on campus, and Bates instituted
an exchange program with a
Southern college. In April of 65
an article appeared supporting
Lyndon Johnson for his social
policies. A lecturer spoke about
the need to combat indifference
and "an apathetic society."
Students were mostly concerned
with restrictive rules at Bates,
such as mandatory chapel.
In the 1965/1966 school year,
however, Vietnam became a
greater topic of concern. In
October, a "Non-Violent Action
Caravan" visited Bates. The
Campus Association and a
community group sponsored a
symposium on U.S. policy in
Southeast Asia. Among the
panelists in a discussion were
Professors Chute and Leamon. A
new government professor,
Allen Cameron, supported
American policy.
A December 1965 poll revealed
that students at Bates also
supported the government. Of
248 men asked, 78% favored
intervention, 11% opposed it, and

t

11% were undecided. Of 279
women asked, 57% supported
intervention, 14% opposed it,
and 305 of them were "uncommitted" on the issue.
By now the war had assumed
importance for at least a
minority of students. The school
newspaper began running a
series of articles on Vietnam,
exploring its geography, culture,
and history leading up to the
war. This series was written,
fairly objectively, by Cameron,
the resident "hawk", although he
did euphemize in describing
South Vietnamese government
attempts at infringing the human
rights of its citizens.
Late in the year a Vietnamese
student spoke at Bates. While
not glad to see U.S. intervention,
he felt the need for Western aid.
In March of 1966, Chute
criticized the government's
policy in an article in the
Student. He wrote, "Our policy
in Southeast Asia is based on the
same misconceptions" which
guided America's unsuccessful
encirclement policy against
Russia in the forties and fifties.
Chute remarked that "behind the
facade of ideology, commitment,
etc.... remain the death, the
suffering, and the cruelty of
war." He maintained that if Ho
Chi Mihn was a right wing
totalitarian instead of left-wing,
the U.S. would not hesitate to
support him. Chute termed the
Vietnam conflict a civil war
which should not concern
America.
In April, three members of the

State Department came to Bates
to defend American foreign
policy.
In September of 66, the
Student again contained articles
by Cameron on the war. Having
recently returned from Vietnam,
Cameron remarked that the
escalation of the war interfered
with "the other war ... for the
hearts and minds of the people."
An editorial that day supported the hawkish position.
"The New Left," it said, does not
realize it is far more morally
correct and safer to accept the
global responsibilities attending
our power ...than their ostrichlike attitude."
Articles that year, in addition
to noticing the skateboard craze
and studying the practice of
hazing, featured a growing
concern with the war. In September of 1966, the CA sponsored
a bus trip to Bowdoin to hear a
lecture on American Asian
policy.
That year Professor Chute ran
for Congress on the issue of
Vietnam. He also was concerned
with civil rights, black power,
and economic issues. He was not
elected.
That year the Student
published a letter from an infantryman in Vietnam describing
his experiences. "It's not much of
a war. I've only been on two
patrols.'- He described
discovering what might be a Viet
Cong hideout. "So guess who
goes into the --- thing - me.... I
couldn't find anything, so we
tossed a grenade in the thing and

went our merry way." He
described going through a
Vietnamese village and handing
out gum and cigarettes to
children. On the opposite page
stood an article concerning a
draft dodger in Canada, who
predicted that World War Three
would break out and American
society would disintegrate if
current policies were continued.
In November of 1966. an Army
colonel spoke at Bates in favor of
escalating the war. The next
week an editorial noted the
minimal student concern: Only
55 students had shown up. The
writer attributed student
"apathy" to the complexities of
the issue, and outlined the
American quandry. "We may be
engaged in one of the most
unjust wars in our history ... On
the other hand, to pull out now
would be disastrous."
An article on Saigon appeared
in a November issue, along with
an announcement that T. Hedley
Reynolds would be the new
President of Bates College, as
well as announcing the identity
of this years' Winter Carnival
Queen.
So far. student activities had
been very limited. But the war
was beginning to make its
presence felt. Ten men from the
Class of '65 entered the military.
This figure jumped to 21 in the
Class of "66. In 1967 students
began following some of the
faculty in reevaluating their
positions on the issue.
END OF PART ONE (to be
continued)

Work Study Program Extremely Limited
by Paula Flagg
Senior Reporter
The work study program,
according to Bates financial aid
director Leigh Campbell, is, for
the most part, a myth at Bates.
The work study program is a
federally funded program in
which Congress awards money to
all qualified schools depending on
the size of that particular institution. "Each year," Campbell
began, "Bates submits a report
to Congress asking for a certain
amount of money. We almost
invariably ask for more than we
know we'll receive. But we
receive a very tiny amount since
Bates is a small college. The
bigger the school, the bigger the
funds."

I

In addition, those students
who are paid from the work
study funds must show financial
need. That is. unless they were
able to work, they wouldn't be
financially able to attend college.
Presently, there is only one
student who is actually participating in a work study
program in Congress' original
conception of the program. This
student works six to eight hours
a week at an adult learning
center tutoring adults who are in
the process of receiving their
diploma. But he is the only
student who is paid according to
the work study stipulations.
The grants for the work study
program comprise only about ten
percent or $20,000 of the school's
ftllMMIHMWItNNIitllHIMMilMII

Nuclear Power And The L-A Clams
by Jon Piper
Worldwide opposition is
constantly growing as people's
awareness increase regarding
the dangers and lack of
economics of nuclear power. In
the United States, what started
as simple grassroots opposition
has grown into a national
movement as state after state
imposes moratoriums on new
plant construction. In fact,
licensing of new nuclear plants in
the U.S. in the last year has been
almost nil.
The nuclear question is a
complex issue, both sides of
which possess intelligent persons
with plausible viewpoints. On

the one hand, there are those
that adamantly believe, owing in
great part to massive
propaganda campaigns by power
companies, that nuclear power is
the only means by which to save
America and the world from
economic collapse. Yet the other
side feels just as fervently that
the unchecked growth of the
"peaceful atom" leads only to
nuclear weapons proliferation
and the heretofore unsolvable
problem of radioactive waste
disposal. Clearly neither side is
going to convince the other that
it is right simply by name-calling
and other acts of violence.
Thus, the methods of the

Clamshell Alliance are those of
complete non-violence. A nonviolent personal philosophy
begets understanding, not
unhealthy competion or the
anger and resentment that can
result. The basic tenets of the
Clams reflect a desire to bring
about a raising of global consciousness. Opposition to nuclear
power is only one manifestation
of a much greater opposition to
that which is potentially
destructive and non-growth
promoting in our society.
One way in which the Clamshell Alliance works to foster
nonviolence in daily life is
(Continued on Page 12)

work program. Out of the four or
five hundred students working
on campus only about sixty are
paid from these funds since the
student must show financial need
in order to receive them.
When asked whether Bates
would ever in fact have a true
work study program, Campbell
replied negatively. The reason
for this is because big public
institutions receive most of the
money. Bates, unfortunately in
regards to the federal funds, is
small and private. As a result,
most of the students being paid
for on-campus work will continue
to be paid with college funds.
Presently most of the work study
money is used to pay students
working in the library.
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413 Main St., Lewiston
782-1965

Men's • Women's - Children's Haircuts
Toupees - Hair Styling
Wholesale & Retail

-The Center Street-

WINE and CHEESE
Shed

563 Center St.
(Just over the bridge to Auburn)
10% off all wines
• Discount beer & soda
• Largest selection of* Kegs A toppers
Imported cheeses
available af
In the Twin Cities
the right price
Open 7 Days a Week from 9 A.M. to 10 P.M.
Wine chiliad by request
7SS-7477
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BATES 10-AMHERST 8!
BOBCATS BEAT AMHERST
FOR THE FIRST TIME
by Peter Nizwantowski
Junior Reporter
Greg Zabel kicked a 25-yard
field goal with 4:26 remaining in
the game to fire the Bates
football team a 10-8, upset
victory over Amherst at Garcelon field.
The field goal, Zabel's first in
collegiate football, followed a
long kick-off return by halfback
Tom Szot. Three running plays
later and a foot short of first
down at the Amherst 8 yard line,
Coach Web Harrison had the
choice of going for a first down or
attempting a field goal amidst
the rain and mud.
"At that point in the game,
kicking a field goal meant we'd
either win or lose. I had all the
confidence in the world that Greg
could kick it." said Harrison.
Zabel responded with a soccerstyle boot that just barely passed
over the crossbar, giving Hates a
two-point lead.
Amherst took the ensuing
kick-off and moved to the Bates
42 only to have defensive back
Mike Spotts intercept a pass.
Bates then ran the clock out and
the Barents Day crowd that
braved heavy rain to watch the
contest was rewarded with the
first Bates win ever against
Amherst.
Said Harrison. "It was a super
win for this foothaJI team and a
great win for Bates College. It
certainly has to open some eyes
of people in New Kngland to the
quality of Bates football."
Amherst came into the game
ranked in Division It play and
clear favorites but the rain and a
tough Bobcat defense held the
vistors to one touchdown.
"I can't say enough about our

defense.'' said Harrison.
"Several times Amherst had
great field position but the
defense responded. We talked all
week about playing as perfect a
game as we could. We kept our
mental mistakes to a minimum."
The defense was penalized just
once; during the last three games
they have given up only 22
points.
Neither team moved the ball
during the first half. Amherst
threatened once - after intercepting at the Bates 35 they
moved the ball to the 6 yard line.
But a quarterback sack and
incomplete pass turned the ball
over to Bates.
After receiving the opening
second half kickoff, the Bates
offense came alive. A twenty
yard pass to Szot, two penalties,
another twenty -yarder to end
Larry Di Giammarino, and two
runs by Tom DeNegre brought
the ball to the Amherst 14. Two
plays went no where then on
third and long, quarterback

Chuck Laurie passed to Bob
Simmons for the touchdown.
Zabel's extra point was good.
Amherst had two more opportunities to score but the Bates
defense rose to the occasion,
stopping the visitors at the 11,
and later recovering a fumble.
Midway through the fourth
quarter the Amherst offense
started to click. Starting on their
own 20. Amherst, behind the
passing and running of quarterback Mark Manning, scored
and then completed a two point
conversion giving them a temporary 8-7 lead with minutes
remaining in the game.
Harrison praised the fine allaround performance of Tom
Szot, (2 kick off returns for 87
yards, 3 passes for 23 yards,
rushed for 27) and Chuck Laurie
(10-24. 1,1 yards passing, despite
the rain I.
Saturday, the team travels
south to Worcester, Mass. to
play W.P.I. W.P.I, is 0-5 while
Bates is 3-1.

Rugby Loses But Gives
Respectable Showing
The Bates Rugby Football
Club opened the fall season with
an 18-0 loss to Bowdoin. Despite
the score, the team played well,
especially when considering that
over half the squad had never
played rugby before. Early in the
match Bowdoin took advantage
of Bates' inexperience and
quickly scored twice to make the
score 12-0. At this point Bates
began to play better and held
Bowdoin in check for the next ten
minutes. Then Bowdoin
gradually began to push the ball
down field and finally scored
from a lineout on the Bates one
yard line. The conversion was
made and at half-time the score
was 18-0.
During the half-time it began
to rain heavily, resulting in a
muddy field and a general slow
down of the game. Though there
was no score in the second half it
was still quite exciting. Finally
Bates began to play up to their
potential. The newcomers began

'/ " ~^t

Jamie Slimmon, Candy Perry,
Mary Raftery and Susan (Howiel
Howard. The J.V.s produced a 11 tie with Orono in a beautifully
played game. The lone score
came from a clutch penalty
stroke goal (one-on-one with the
goalie) skillfully executed by
LauraRrown in the second,half.
Last Friday, a 5-0 homefield
victory found the varsity en
joying the satisfaction of the
expression of .the team's talents.
Every.1 member of; the team
shone, with the scoring highlight
provided by Sue Doliner's
brilliant hatrick (three goals) and
one assist -display. Allyson
Anderson led the unstopable
offense in downfield progressions
and placed a brilliant penalty
shot behind the goalie in the first
half. The first score was
registered by Sue Doliner,
dynamically assisted by Sue
Howard. This same dynamic duo
put another score in the books
with 34:45 left in the first half.

Yvonne Van Bodengraven
launched the second half with a
6:47 tally, assisted by next-door
neighbor Doliner. The final
score, locking up the victory,
was an unassisted smash by
Doliner.
Once again, credit for the
shutout goes to an undaunted
Ann Caron and the ever-brilliant
defensive unit led by senior
Candy Perry. After the match
one excited player exclaimed:
"Gee. the pare'nts should be here
every game-" Needless to say.
Coach Yakawonis was extremely
pleased with her girls.
Tuesday of this week, both
teams traveled to Plymouth
State in N.H. The Bobcats faced
adverse playing conditions as the
biting cold hampered a potentially more agile game for both
teams. Plymouth registered two
tallies, one each period, with
Bates only coming close a
number of times in the varsity
(Continued on Page 12)
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Field Hockey Team Splits
As They Move Into Last Week Of Season
by Agatha Clubfoot
With a "fated" rainy day
cancellation of the URI game two
Fridays ago. the Bates field
hockey team started off the
fourth week of the season with a
fine effort by the J.V.s capturing
Clark University 1-0. Bates
outshot Clark 14 to 7 with the
scoring effort by wing Laura
Brown assisted by Jill Valentine.
Goalkeeper M.C. McNeil had her
second consecutive shutout -with
five saves.
The next day, the varsity
stepped out onto the J.B. field
ready to conquer the rivaled U.
Maine Orond / team. Unfortunately, the cats were up
against an incredibly hungry
Orono team who inflicted 24
(count cm) shots upon Bates'
Ann Caron who only allowed one
goal with nine saves. The
defense demonstrated brilliance
by keeping 23 of those 24 Orono
shots ineffective, with standout
efforts by the "fullback fleet" of

to feel more at ease and became
more effective. Especially strong
was the performance of T.J.
Stamas who in his first game at
fullback made several goalsaving tackles and played a
sound kicking game which often
kept Bowdoin pinned back in
their end.
Led by the determined running of Mike Bonney and Mike
Lane Bates pushed their way
deep into Bowdoin territory
several times in the second half.
At one point Bates applied
pressure for over five minutes,
only to be again denied a try.
This success was largely due to
the work of the scrum which was
led by the veterans John Land
and Rob Mudrick.
After the game, coach Alex
Bermudez voiced satisfaction
over the team's second half
performance. Presently the team
is looking forward to taking on
Colby this coming Saturday and
then a rematch against Bowdoin

Lewiston, Auburn
and Farmington. Maine
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WILLIES
Seafood Restaurant

Halfway between Brunswick and Lewiston in Lisbon

This Weekend's Special Is

Baked Stuffed Fillet
of Sole
with a Delicious
Maine Shrimp Stuffing and Topped
with a Newnerg Sauce
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BOOTERS DEFEAT BOWDOIN
IN UPSET VICTORY
by Karen Plorczak
Senior Reporter
Bates vs. Bowdoin
For the first time in six years,
the Bates soccer team beat
Bowdoin in a very tough match
last Wednesday. This was also
the first win of the 1978 season
for Bates. The Bowdoin team's
only previous loss this season
was to Amherst, and they were
ranked in the New England
standings. And Bates beat them.
Starting five freshmen in this
game, Bates came out in the first
half looking strong. The defense
read the Bowdoin offense very
well and consistently beat the
Bowdoin forwards to the ball in
the first fifteen minutes of play.
Around the fifteen minute mark,
Bates was awarded an indirect

free kick and Dick Kwiatkowski
put it in just beyond the
sprawling Bowdoin goalkeeper
from 25 yards out. Bates took the
lead, 1-0. Kwiatkowski and Chris
Menzel did some very good
passing even though they were
well-covered, being marked
man-to-man by Bowdoin in an
effort to stop them. This allowed
Gary Gerlach, the third Bates
midfielder, room to assert
himself and have a good game.
Up front, Zane Rodriguez, Jim
Merrill and Bill Griffith kept the
pressure on the Bowdoin goal for
the rest of the half.
In the second half, Bowdoin
forced Bates to play mostly
defense, and the Bates defense
stood strong, holding on to win 10. Goalkeeper Jim Hill had an

outstanding day, recording his
first shutout of the year, and also
setting a new Bates record of
seven career shutouts. He also
made seven spectacular saves to
keep the shutout. The game was
very physical as both teams were
psyched. Nate Wentworth drew
the Bowdoin high scorer on manto-man defense, and did a terrific
job of shutting him down. Andy
Aceto and Brian O'Donnell were
everywhere in the end, stopping
everything Bowdoin tried. Coach
Gettler was extremely pleased
that everyone played so well,
and felt that this was "a welldeserved TEAM victory which
showed good things are ahead."
Good job, guys!
Bates vs. Williams
Sky high over a Bowdoin

victory, the Bates soccer team
went out tough and aggressive
last Friday afternoon (Parents'
Weekend I to attack a strong
Williams team on Bates' home
turf. Play see-sawed throughout
the first half as a much-improved
Bates defense held its ground. A
lack of offensive punch, though,
kept the pressure on the Bates
team. With two minutes left in
the half, Williams fired a shot
which careened off a player and
bounced around loose in front of
the goal until a Williams player
pounced on it for a 1-0 halftime
lead.
Bates started strong in the
second half as Chris Menzel and
Jim Hill led the way with some
great play. Nate Wentworth was
again assigned manto-man on the

high scorer for Williams and was
doing a spectacular job. About 20
minutes into the second half, a
Williams player stole the ball at
midfield and put a beautiful shot
past Hill into the upper corner of
the net for a 2-0 lead. Again the
Bates defense tightened up as
Andy Aceto and Brian O'Donnell
intercepted ball after ball and
tackled fiercely. Williams scored
another goal to make it 3-0, but
Bates didn't quit. They fought
back as Clem Chenjo and Bill
Griffith tried to penetrate the
Williams defense. The Bates
team began to dominate as the
ball stayed in the Williams half of
the field, but the team just
couldn't seem to get the ball into
the net, and the game ended with
the score Williams 3, Bates 0.

Rand Hall Houses Unique Trio In "Interesting" Environment
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by Tim Lundergan
Senior Reporter
Have you ever gone to a Fiske
party and wondered who were
the people throwing the party
across the hall? They are Al
Cilsius. Emerson Woods "Tad"
Baker, and Ethan "Obiwan"
Whitaker, this year's inhabitants
of The Rand Triple.
The triple consists of a large
outer room, a smaller inner
room, and a bathroom, complete
with bath. "It's the best room on
campus." says alumnus Chris
Callahan. who had that room two
years ago. Two of last year 's
residents Steve Doppler and Rob
Pierce agree with that
assessment. "It's always a good
room, every year."
This year, the room has attracted notice not only for the
music eminating from the room
but for the wall hangings within
it. On one wall stand shelves
containing (empty) beer bottles
of some 90 odd foreign beers and
about a score of domestic brands.
These are mostly the property of
Tad Baker, who developed a
taste for English beer several
years ago while in Sussesx
studying rugby.
Also on that wall is "Cedric,
the very dead deer," ninety
years old and looking very well

preserved indeed. Cedric wears
a Red Sox batting helmet. If
nothing else, the room proves
that Red Sox and Yankee fans
can peacefully coexist.
On another wall, above desks
supporting an extensive array of
musical equipment, hang a dozen
pin.ups, including Farrah
Fawcett, Cheryl Ladd. Cherryl
Tiegs, the Dallas Cowboys
Cheerleaders, and Linda Ronstadt.
Around the room are
numerous Startrek posters,
including blueprints of the
Starship Enterprize. A few Star
Wars and Battlestar Galactica
posters are also in evidence. But
the room's favorite interplanetary visitors are, of
course, the Coneheads. The room
also displays several reminders
of Animal House, including a
Senator Blutarsky poster.
The walls of the room are
pretty well covered, which is not
an easy job in a large room with
the high Rand ceilings. The room
took two full days to decorate.
Two American flags, a Confederate flag, a MacDonalds flag,
a full size Spiderman cutout, and
a Bates Mill tapestry hang up in
the top half of the room.
The outside door of the triple
displays the insignia of Delta

House. On a noteboard. themes
for the day are written, giving
residents and visitors alike a
chance to use their wits. Last
weekend, for instance, the board
read: Welcome, parents,
remember:
The food isn't always this
good.
The river usually smells
worse.
The Administration is never
this nice.
This is the only time the
President is on campus all year.
The students aren't usually
this sober.
As the day progressed, the list
grew longer.
The room's occupants are best
known for their music. This
ranges from Southern rock to My
Fair Lady, Springsteen to Mary
Poppins, Bobby Darren's "Mack
the Knife" to Elton John, and
includes the soundtrack to
Animal House.
The room usually contains
more than its three inhabitants,
since being located by the
stairway makes it a convenient
rest stop on the way up to the
third and fourth floors of Rand.
The triple becomes very crowded
most weekends, when the music
is played fairly loudly during
singalongs which usually include

improvisational chorus lines.
These form in the middle of the
room, around which are ringed a
couch and several comfy chairs.
Not to be forgotten is the fullsize, full refrigerator. Occasionally, room is made in it for
lemonade or hot dogs. This is the
only place on campus (or in
Maine) that I have ever found
real English cider. It also contains several bottles of "Baker's
Imperial" home made stout and
bitter.
The room's inmates have
definite histrionic tendencies.
"We are just three wild and
crazy guys, "AL Cilsius explains.
Al is planning a "Conehead
party" in which "mass quantities

of uncut pizza and beer will be
consumed." This group provided
half the cars for a 20-person
Rand expedition to see Animal
House in Brunswick last month.
Other escapades include sliding
down an Alpine Slide in goggles
and scarves in an attempt to
break a course record, and
"Library golf."
Al Cilsius, the senior in the
group, intends to go to medical
school and has applied to seventy
of them so far. On one wall hangs
"Al's Scorecard" with marks for
applications submitted, interviews, good rejection letters,
bad rejection letters, and acceptances. "Needed to win: 1," it
reads.

How would Freud
relate to O'Keef e?
C old Vi'l wanning.
Hearty, lull bodied lldvoT. Yet smooth jud easy going down
And. () Keefe develops a big head on < ontacl.
Conflict Conflict, trauma trauma treudsdiagnosis?
We think hi'would have said. "It's too good togul|>! And you will, loo
In the final analysis.

DEAN EMERITUS ZERBY
RECOUNTS 32 YEARS
OF EXPERIENCE AT BATES
by Melissa Weisstuch
Senior Reporter
Stepping inside the white,
two-family house at 106 Central
Avenue reveals small world filled
with culture, learning, and a
glimpse of the past. This is the
home of Ray born Zerby, Dean
Emeritus of the Faculty, and his
wife Beatrice. Zerby served as
Dean of the Faculty from 1958
through 1962. His 32 years
devoted to Bates were also spent
as a professor of religion, and
during that time he served as
chairman of the Department of
Philosophy and Religion, and
was key to the formation of the
"Cultural Heritage" (today
Cultural Studies in a different
form) program. He was born in
Kansas and completed his un-

dergraduate work at Eureka
College and did further work at
the University of Chicago.
Mr. Zerby explained the
"considerable part" he played in
the formation of the Cultural
Heritage program, which at one
time was required of all students
for two years. In a sense, it was
the core of the curriculum. This
has now been replaced with tee
distributional requir. ements.
This, Zerby suggested, is "one of
the differences in educational
policy" between then and today.
He added that "there ought to be
a broad general education for a
B.A. or B.S. The required
classes were called "core
courses" and were distributed
among several departments. The
program covered "great original

work," he said. "Almost all
reading was from sources, not
textbooks."
Mr. Zerby recommended
"deciding on a major in time to
make it count." A year or maybe
two should be spent in exploration before making a
decision. "There are so many
areas in which you don't know a
lot about now to make a
decision," he explained.
He has had three particularly
special interests in Bates. They
are: "religion in the curriculum,
integrated studies, and
European Contacts." His basic
training is in the area of
philosophical theology, which
centers on a "general knowledge
and rationale in religion as the
(Continued on Page 12)
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three years in law school so you'd
better like the campus; watch
out for overcrowding; want room
for clinical program.
Curriculum - usually first year
is the same everywhere for
requirements; look for small
classes; check for clinical
program and who is teaching it; a
clinical program, students actually practicing law, is desired
strongly; check size of first year
classes - should hi' under seventy
if possible.
Supporting Services - investigate placement service specifically the amount of corporations that visit the campus
and the amount of fall-time
placement personnel.
Setting - see if you'll be able to
enjoy three years there; big
cities are a plus as are state
capitols; state capitols are
preferred for their access to
politics and all; check where
you'd like to practice law; make
connections with lawyers in that
area for placement purposes.
Other Questions - look in Ihe
pre-law handbook; visit the
school and sit in on classes and
talk to students there.
In addition to his response to

students that I don't like."
On various weekends during
the year, Antioch weekends are
held. It was in Antioch that the
desciples were first given the
name "Christians." The purpose
of the Antioch Weekend is
simply to help young adult
Christians to live a more complete and more dedicated
Christian life. Father I'hil is very
enthusiastic about the weekends.
If anyone is interested, he or she
may contact him. The Newman
Club will pay one-half the fare of
anyone who can't afford it.
Father I'hil is a fascinating
man. He is very giving and
selfless, devoting his time to help
others. He has a very good
relationship with the Hates
student body. He and Richard
Crocker, the College Chaplain,
have a strong friendship. Father
I'hil has said the sermon at a few
services, and the two of them
meet often to discuss activities
and happenings. Father I'hil
Tracy is a very interesting man
and easy to talk with; just drop
in and visit any time. He is
always willing to talk or to listen.

(2 have the whole dorm pay the
total, (3) help the first floor with
their present payments
(specifically for a stolen clock)
but then continue under the
present system, (41 pay large
payments by dorm, small
payments by floor, with the
dividing line between large and
small to be set by the dorm. The
referendum on these proposals
was to be held probably on either
October 19th or 20th.
Since payments are divided
among so many residents, they
are reasonably small per person
so far. As the year passes,
however, the bill will surely
increase from a matter of cents
per person to a matter of dollars.
The whole debate has blown the
issue out of proportion, at least
on a monetary scale. The issue is
of interest mostly because it will
tell us the price Page puts on
dorm unity.

the questions, Mr. LaFrance

HOCKEY

mentioned other pertinent information. One may lake off
some years between college and
law school. He said he knows of
law students in their fifties.
Desire is the most important
factor in learning at a law school.
He also said that most law school
graduates do not go into trial
practice. There are many types
of law thai present possibilities.
Law is a broad category and one
may choose from many different
areas.
The lecture was quite useful to
those students present. The
Legal Studies Club has a
Professional Night planned for
the near future in conjunction
with the Medical Arts Society.
The Legal Studies Club also has
many other interesting avtivities
planned for the coming year.
Watch for announcements so
that you don't miss anything.

(Continued from Page 101
game. Despite the score, Bated
exhibited brilliant midfield play
with sound teamwork and fine
passing. Ann Caon once again
played her usual fine game with
an amazing 12 saves out of 17
shots on goal.
TheJ.V. team fell to P.S.C. 31. Laura Brown prevented Bates
from being shut out with a score
4:00 into the first half, assisted
by Jill Valentine.
Next weekend the varsity
team will participate in the New
England College Tournament at
Smith College. It is there that
several members of the team
will, hopefully, be selected for
the New England All-State
team. This selection could lead to
selection to the National Team.
Best of luck to all...
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LETTER
(Continued from Page 21
Thereafter students may purchase tickets at $4.50.
This policy may be criticized
by some as unfair, however, both
committees rejected the option
of raising ticket prices in order to
offer unlimited student tickets.
Also, in light of the history of
student participation in Concert/Lecture programs, the
assumption that no more than
300 students would attend is not
wholely unfounded.
Cordially,
Brian K. Fitzgerald
for the Concert/Lecture
Committee

ZERBY
(Continued from Page HI
predominant element." In this
case, the Bible is not given as
much special authority. Due to
this training, he was sPecifically
interested in developing a
greater variety of courses and
"courses in religion for the
general student" who is not
Pursuing a career in theology.
The first half of his Bates career
was spent in this area.
(to be continued next week)

LA CLAM
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PARENTS'
WEEKEND

(Continued from Page 91
through special training sessions
in non-violence. About 30 Bates
students and area folk participated in non-violence training
last spring in preparation for the
June 24th occupation/restoration
Those persons wishing to
engage in a constructive manner
of opposing nuclear power are
welcome to attend non-violence
training sessions being given by
the Lewiston-Auburn Clamshell
Alliance, or simply La Clam.
These will be held on Thursday,
October 26, from 7 p.m. to 9:30
p.m. and on Saturday, October
28, from around 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
It is requested that both sessions
be attended.

GREENHOUSE
(Continued from Page 21
operating funds. The plant sales
are usually held at the end of the
semesters so if you are interested in the propect of buying
a plant watch for signs announcing the date and time of
such a sale.
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